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“What If?” 
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different locations for accommodating different land uses. 
3. Project Demand for Land (Demand): prepare different scenarios 

projecting the future demand for different land uses. 
4. Project Alternative Futures (Allocation): project future alternative 

scenarios according to the given assumptions. 
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“WHAT IF?” ARCHITECTURE 

... Another component of the “AURIN 
federation”  
 Loosely-coupled, RESTful, modular 
architecture! 



“WHAT IF?” WORKFLOW 



“WHAT IF?” ARCHITECTURE 

REST web service 
interface with AURIN 
infrastructure 
 



“WHAT IF?” WORKFLOW 

https://dev-api.aurin.org.au/aurin-wif/putSuitabilityParams 
Headers:content-type:application/json 
 { 
"POLYGON": "POLYGON((16984217 -2909268, 16984217 -
2906580, 16990000 -2906580, 16990000 -2909268, 16984217 -
2909268))", 
"projectId": "2", 
"scenario": "Suburbanization",  
"landuse": "Residential", 
"factor1": "slopes", 
"rating1": "8.3", 
"factor2": "Costal Wetlands", 
"rating2": "2.3", 
"CRS_ORG": "EPSG:900913" 
"CRS_DEST": "EPSG:28356" 
} 
 
 

https://dev-api.aurin.org.au/aurin-wif/putWifAnalysisParams


“WHAT IF?” WORKFLOW 

Separation of concerns... 
 



“WHAT IF?” ARCHITECTURE 



“WHAT IF?” WORKFLOW 



“WHAT IF?” SUITABILITY OUTPUT 



“WHAT IF?” EXPLORATION 

... 



“WHAT IF?” ALTERNATIVE FUTURES 

Scenario A: “Suburbanization” 

Scenario 
B 

Scenario 
C  



“WHAT IF?” FUTURE PROJECTIONS 

2015 2020 

Scenario A: “Suburbanization” 



CONCLUSIONS 

• Seamlessly integrated with the greater  
AURIN platform 

• Challenges in technological constrains and volatility 
of the environment 

• Avoid a “Frankestein” solution, rely on collaboration! 



QUESTIONS? 

Thank you for your kind attention 
marcosnr@unimelb.edu.au 
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